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Dear Reader,
Systems medicine is a fast growing research field. With more than
470 publications since the beginning of e:Med only three years ago,
systems medicine has developed into a distinct area of research in
Germany and beyond. With this newsletter, we would like to give you a
few examples of what systems medicine research is about. It is not restricted
to one disease or one method: The studies presented below include cancer,
schizophrenia, cellular networks, allergy, and rare diseases as well as applied methods such
as mathematical modeling, genotyping, proteomics, image processing and advanced
statistical approaches.
Stay curious and enjoy reading! Your e:Med Management Office

CALCULATING CANCER

CONTENT

In healthy breast tissue, the presence of immune cells reflecting immuno-

e:Med Seminars and Meeting 2017

Mathematical models to predict and fight cancer

logical surveillance or bystander effects during normal tissue turnover is
perfectly normal. In contrast, lymphocytic lobulitis (LLO) is a recurrent
immune cell pattern, characterized by lymphoid cells infiltrating lobular
structures. This pattern has been associated with increased familial breast
cancer risk and has been observed with enhanced frequency in nonmalignant prophylactically removed breast tissue. It is difficult to distinguish
LLO from common variations in immune surveillance by means of conventional microscopy. To better understand the underlying mechanisms leading to LLO, and with the intention of using this knowledge for the development of prognostic markers, e:Med scientists of the consortia SYSIMIT,
around Dr. Haralampos Hatzikirou and Professor Friedrich Feuerhake,
developed a mathematical model to optimize the prognostic power of
immune cell infiltration in cancer. This model integrates personal patient
data (menstrual cycle length, hormone status, genetic predisposition) and
advanced image analysis of biopsies. The findings indicate that the immunological context, defined by immune cell density, functional orientation
and spatial distribution, contains prognostic information previously not captured by conventional diagnostic approaches.
>>> continue on page 2
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e:Med online-seminar Service
Would you like to present your systems medicine
research project? Or hold seminars on new software in an efficient and effective way? Try out
using online-seminars! It’s a perfect way to transfer knowledge within a short time and regardless
of the location. We now offer the opportunity for
all e:Med members to perform and record their
own seminars. State-of-the-art technology and full

support will be provided and organized by the
e:Med management office in cooperation with
the DKFZ department medical physics. The
online-seminars will be placed on our website to
transfer systems medicine to the interested
public. Do you have a seminar idea? If so,
please contact Karin Greulich-Bode (k.greulich@
dkfz.de) and visit our website:
www.sys-med.de/en/current/seminars/

e:Med Meeting 2017
Save the date for the e:Med Meeting 2017,
which will be held from November 21 to 23 at
Georg-August University Göttingen. We look
forward to welcoming all of you to three days
full of discussion, networking, and science.
The meeting will take place at the ‚Alte Mensa‘,
a newly renovated historical building in the heart
of Göttingen, which offers plenty of space for
talks, poster exhibitions and socializing. The
program embraces diverse sessions on systems medicine, including common diseases,
approaches in clinics, technologies and models,
as well as European systems medicine. It also
offers broad opportunities to present your

research findings to the community. The meeting is free of charge, however registration is
mandatory. Abstract submission and registration opens soon. Please check our website for
further information:
www.sys-med.de/meeting

What is hidden behind...
SYSIMIT?
Central theme is the prognostic value of immune respon-
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>>> see: Calculating cancer

mitOmics?
Uncovering the diverse molecular backgrounds of rare mi-
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>>> see: Nutrition supply as therapy

IntegraMent?
Identifying underlying pathways leading to neuropsychiat-
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>>> see: Genes change networks

